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Competing Paradigms 
in Industrial Relations 
Roy J. Adams 

Despite the statute which thefield of industrial relations has 
achieved, many essential issues regarding its nature and purpose 
continue to be controversial. There has emerged no universally ac-
cepted définition of the term industrial relations. The author at-
tempts to demonstrate that the failure is the resuit of underlying 
conceptual structure of the field. 

During the past several décades industrial relations has become a well 
established field of inquiry. Scholarly industrial relations journals are 
published in several countries; there are industrial relations associations and 
there are centers and institutes which engage in research and train future 
practitioners and researchers. Despite the stature which the field has achiev
ed, many essential issues regarding its nature and purpose continue to be 
controversial. Indeed, there has emerged no universally accepted définition 
of the term industrial relations. As Geare notes, «almost everyone knows 
what the term means — at least to his own satisfaction. The problem is that 
différent views on the actual meaning rarely coincide» (Geare, 1977, p. 
274). 

Numerous efforts hâve been made to define and provide direction to 
the field by integrating «the disparate strands of thinking and research riow 
roughly juxtaposed under the banner of industrial relations» (Somers, 1969, 
p. 39). In his book Industrial Relations Systems, John Dunlop nominated 
«the rules of work» as the central focus of industrial relations. Dunlop's 
proposai was taken up in Britain by Flanders, Clegg and Bain who defined 
industrial relations as the study of job régulation. Margerison suggested 
that «industrial conflict» be considered the central concept. Derber, while 
recognizing other approaches, argued for «industrial democracy». Kingsley 
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Laffer proposed «bargaining relationships» and Gerald Somers made a case 
for the more inclusive concept of «exchange relations» (Dunlop, 1958; 
Flanders, 1965; Bain and Clegg, 1974; Margerison, 1969; Derber, 1969; 
Laffer, 1974; Somers, 1969). 

Ail of thèse proposais hâve won some adhérents but none has been 
universally accepted. Despite several décades on conceptual work the quest 
for intégration has not been successful. In this essay we shall attempt to 
demonstrate that the failure of intégration is the resuit of the underlying 
conceptual structure of the field. Integrationists hâve implicitly assumed 
that industrial relations has a natural unity or conceptual core capable of 
being identified by careful reflection. We argue instead that the broad field 
of industrial relations is composed of seveval «schools» or research tradi
tions each of which has its own conceptual framework.1 When viewing the 
empirical world members of the différent schools neither look at nor see 
precisely the same things. The schools address différent problems and they 
assess expérience against différent normative standards. To use Thomas 
Kuhn's term, each school has created a «paradigm» which competes for the 
allegiance of the industrial relations community (Kuhn, 1962). Because they 
are conceptually and normatively incompatible the paradigms hâve 
withstood attempts at intégration. Two basic conclusions are drawn from 
the analysis. First, research, teaching and debate in the industrial relations 
community would be better served by the conscious realization and accep-
tance of competing paradigms rather than by continued attempts to in-
tegrate incompatible traditions. Second, adherance to the industrial rela
tions Systems paradigm is probably the most viable stratégie option for 
those concerned with the advancement of a cohérent and independent in
dustrial relations research tradition. 

USE OF THE TERM INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

Before proceeding further it is essential to provide a définition of in
dustrial relations. Most définitions of any field are subjective and prescrip
tive. They reflect the biases and personal understandings of the writer. A 
field may also be defined objectively against a public standard. Thus, in 
seeking a définition for the field of psychology Marx and Hillix (1963) con-
cluded that subjective, prescriptive définitions were inherently inadéquate. 
They argued that «it will hardly advance psychology (or any other science) 
to be prescriptive and say 'As a psychologist you shall study only 

i The contradictory nature of many IR concepts has recently been noted by Derber 
(1982). 
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'» (p. 33). They suggested the following criterion for identify-
ing the nature of psychology: «Let the man who calls himself a psychologist 
study whatever he pleases; we shall best discover what psychology is by see-
ing what he studies» (p. 32). By analogy it would seem appropriate to define 
the empirical universe of industrial relations as comprehending ail of those 
issues addressed in industrial relations journals and in the proceedings of 
meeting of industrial relations associations. A prédominant concern of ail 
such journals and associations is union-management relations. Indeed 
many users seem to consider union-management relations and industrial 
relations to by synonymous (e.g., Miner and Miner, 1977). However, in in
dustrial relations publications one may also find articles on a wide diversity 
of subjects including wage and price controls, social législation, occupa-
tional health and safety, industrial training, equal employment opportuni-
ty, labor market problems, personnel policies and practices and many other 
work related issues. When considered objectively the empirical universe of 
industrial relations would seem to include «ail aspects of the employment 
relationship».2 

The term industrial relations is also used to refer to the field of study 
which addresses the phenomena included in the first use of the word. To 
some this field is a «crossroads where a number of disciplines meet» 
(Dunlop, 1958, p. 6). This perspective is exemplified by the billing given to 
the British Journal of Industrial Relations: 

«A Journal of Research and Analysis covering every aspect of In
dustrial Relations: Industrial Sociology, Industrial Psychology, 
Labour Economies, Labor Law, Manpower Planning, Personnel 
Policy, Systems of Rémunération, Collective Bargaining, 
Organizational Theory, Conflict Theory, Institutional Studies, 
Government Policies, Work Behavior, Industrial Relations 
Theory. » 

The U.S.-based Industrial Relations Research Association has also 
adopted this approach. The association «was designed to bring together in 
useful exchange, persons from various disciplines and practitioner groups, 
who hâve a common professional interest in the interrelated parts of the in
dustrial relations field» (Lester, 1977, p. 3). Included within the académie 
membership are economists, sociologists, law scholars, psychologists, 
political scientists, labor historians, and business administration teachers. 
Among the practitioners are personnel and labor relations specialists, 
government officiais, trade unionists, lawyers, consultants, arbitrators and 

2 The journal Industrial Relations publishes articles on «ail aspects of the employment 
relationship». 
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médiat ors. The association also includes a group of académies who identify 
their field specifically as industrial relations. This group apparently does 
not identify with any of the traditional disciplines. Many of its members 
hâve been trained specifically in industrial relations programs and hâve no 
established discipline with which to relate. 

Thus, as a field of inquiry industrial relations has a dual personality. 
To those whose allegiance is owed primarily to one of the established 
disciplines IR is a crossroads where scholars from several disciplines meet to 
exchange views on various aspects of the employment relationship. On the 
other hand, to those trained specifically to be industrial relationsists the 
field may be viewed as independent and distinguishable from other social 
science disciplines. In short as a field of inquiry industrial relations may be 
viewed as both a multidisciplinary crossroads and as a discipline in the pro-
cess of becoming. It is probably fair to say that the quest for intergration, 
définition, conceptualization, normative standards and research focus has 
been of most concern to the independent disciplinarians rather than to the 
multidisciplinarians. 

THE SCHOOLS 

To the student of employment relations in search of guidance regarding 
research strategy four dominant research traditions or schools are available. 
They are identified hère as the labor market school, the management 
school, the political school and the institutional school. The paradigms of 
the first three are fairly well developed and there is a considérable degree of 
conceptual unity in the work produced by members of each. The paradigm 
of the institutional school is, however, less mature and its members hâve 
suffered from a persistent identity crisis. 

The four traditions are not rigidly bounded and, indeed, some scholars 
move back and forth between them with considérable facility. Nevertheless, 
they are sufficiently différent from each other to warrant the désignation 
«school». It is not possible in this paper to provide a comprehensive review 
of the research and thought of the four schools. Instead our objective is 
simply to point out the major conceptual, theoretical and normative aspects 
of each. 

THE LABOR MARKET SCHOOL 

The labor market tradition may trace its héritage to Adam Smith. For 
the most part, members of this school hâve been trained as economists and 
they identify strongly with the discipline of économies. Drawing on the 
theoretical structure of économie science, the labor marketers conceive of 
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labor and management largely as abstractions rather than as complex in
stitutions.3 As Kenneth Boulding has noted, «the focus of interest of 
économies as a separate discipline is not men but commodities» (Boulding, 
1950, p. 53). Individual workers are seen to exchange with individual enter-
prises labor for compensation. Both labor and management attempt to 
maximize économie utility. In theory labor markets are self-reguleiting. The 
abstract forces of supply and demand détermine wages and labor supply. 
Empirical déviations from theoretical expectations are typically considered 
to be market «distortions». The normative orientation of this school 
revolves around the efficiency of labor markets which may be related back 
to the overall efficiency of the economy. 

This conceptual and normative orientation has produced a great deal 
of research and theory. Although some would disagree (Dunlop, 1977), it 
has also had a significant impact on public policy. In some respects, 
however, its theoretical structure has proven to be an inadéquate guide to 
the empirical world. In particular the labor marketers hâve not been able to 
effectively reconcile their atomistic conceptual imagery with the observed 
collective behavior of workers. For example, attempts to depict unions as 
économie utility maximizing agencies hâve proven fruitless (Ross, 1958). 
«Markets» hâve been identified which deviate greatly from theoretical ex
pectations. During the 1940's, for example, research in the U.S. found cases 
where wage rates and labor supply were determined by «institutional rules» 
rather than market forces. Within such «markets», Kerr wrote, «Formai 
rules, consciously selected, supplant informai practices determined by 
market conditions» (Kerr, 1950, p. 73). 

The discovery of such anomalies as well as the rise of other schools 
which conceived of labor and management as compétent actors rather than 
as vehicles for the transmission of market forces led to splits within the 
ranks of the labor marketers. Some began to associate themselves more 
closely with students of labor from other disciplines whatever their 
backgrounds. Others continued their strong attachment to économies and 
limited themselves to labor phenomena which could be effectively addressed 
by économie science (Straus and Feuille, 1978). Still others compromised by 
utilizing économie concepts to the extent practicable and by reverting to 

3 The terms labor market school and labor marketer are used to refer to those who app-
ly the conceptual and normative framework of neo-classical économies to labor management 
relations. This is a narrower focus than labor économies which in practice subsumes much of 
the institutional literature and has developed théories which are not derivative from the neo-
classical framework. Thus, writers often equivocate the terms labor économies and industrial 
relations. (See, e.g., DUNLOP, 1977). 
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descriptive pragmatism where économie theory failed. Books produced by 
this latter group carried titles like Labor Economies and Labor Relations 
and Labor: Institutions and Economies (Reynolds, 1974; Kuhn, 1967). 

For ail of those trained within the labor économies tradition, 
disciplinary imagery continued to be influential. The persistent use of the 
term «market» to apply to situations quite removed from the usual 
understanding of the term is indicative. For example, the 1960's saw Doer-
inger and Piore carrying forward Kerr's earlier research by applying the 
term «internai labor market» to the movement within the firm of people 
from job to job within and between job hiérarchies (Doeringer and Piore, 
1971). Only by stretching the imagination to its limits could one perceive 
this congery of administered policies and practices as a relationship between 
commodities (see Hyman and Brough, 1975). 

THE POLITICAL SCHOOL 

A second school of employment relations students has diverse origins 
but owes most of its conceptual orientation to Karl Marx. This school 
granted the existence of capitalist «markets» but it conceived of the labor-
management relationship not as one between impersonal demanders and 
suppliers of labor and income but rather as one between social classes. It 
considered the labor-management relationship to be fundamentally a 
political one. 

In this conception the capitalist class subsumed not only management 
but also the state. Workers offered their labor on the market not as free 
agents but as subjugated human beings politically compelled by a class in 
power to sell their labor at priées well below its intrinsic worth in order to 
meet basic physiological needs. 

This school asked questions quite différent from those of the labor 
marketers. Its «normal science», to use Kuhn's terminology, consisted of 
efforts to détermine how the capitalist class managed to maintain its power 
and how labor reacted to capitalist tactics (see, e.g., Hyman, 1975; Clarke 
and Cléments, 1977). The macro theoretical structure of the school sug-
gested that labor would eventually arise and overthrow its capitalist ex
ploiter. A good deal of Marxist research consisted of identifying signs of 
«class consiousness», a necessary condition for the révolution. Rather than 
économie efficiency the critical normative concern of members of the 
political school was their conception of social justice. 
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The theoretical structure of Marxism suggested that industrial conflict 
would grow to a crescendo culminating in révolution in the most advanced 
industrial society. Many developments in the real world, however, ap-
parently deviated from theoretical prédictions. Conflict did not expand 
monotonically with advancing industrialism (Kerr, et al., 1964). The first 
major working class révolution took place in the industrially backward na
tion of Russia. Thèse anomalies, like those in labor économies, required the 
élaboration of theory and produced scepticism within the industrial rela
tions community. 

Because of the inadequacies of the radical Marxist tradition a sub-
school developed which held that social justice could be achieved by évolu
tion rather than révolution. This sub-school focused its efforts on identify-
ing the particular political alignments necessary for the achievement of 
social justice within the context of libéral démocratie society. Its research 
consisted largely of evaluating the impact of spécifie policies against the 
yardstick of social justice and of recommending alternative policies. The 
work of the Fabian society in Britain epitomized the approach. 

The political school has been very influential in Britain and Europe. In 
North America, on the other hand, while many sociologists and political 
scientists adhère to this tradition, for the most part they hâve not associated 
themselves with the field of industrial relations (Hyman, 1982). Moreover, 
most of those who consider IR to be their spécifie field hâve rejected the 
class conflict imagery of labor-management relations. In récent years, 
however, a group of scholars who identify their field as «labor studies» has 
emerged. It shares with the radical and reform contingents of the political 
school the normative focus on social justice (Dwyer, et al., 1977). 

THE MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 

Early in the 20th century a third school arose quite apart from the labor 
market and the political schools of thought. The «father» of this school was 
Frederick Taylor who began his career as a management practitioner. From 
practical expérience Taylor regarded management as a conscious agent 
capable of taking and implementing décisions. It was neither a passive vehi-
cle through which market forces had their lawlike effect, nor was it a seg
ment of a social class whose behavior was determined by the Marxian laws 
of social history. Taylor assumed management to hâve considérable policy 
discrétion in dealing with its workers. By making this assumption members 
of the management school addressed a range of problems, developed 
théories and reached conclusions essentially inimical to both the labor 
market and political streams of thought. 
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Taylor was not interested in explaining management behavior. Instead 
he set out to identify stratégies management could adopt in order to max-
imize labor productivity. Through scientific methods, Taylor claimed, one 
could identify the «on best way» of managing workers (Taylor, 1947). 

The problem set identified by Taylor had been essentially ignored by 
both the labor marketers and the political theorists. The former assumed 
that compétitive market forces would compel management to manage 
workers in the «one best way». The latter assumed that the will to power 
and privilège would hâve the same effect. Oddly, Taylor's image of the 
worker was essentially identical to the imagery of the labor marketers. 
Taylor's worker was an «économie man», par excellence, who could be in
duced to do precisely what management wanted him to do with appropriate 
économie incentives. This school of thought soon attracted a wide follow-
ing. Normal science became of matter of identifying ways in which manage
ment could elicit high labor productivity (Baritz, 1960; Kochan, 1980). 

The économie man imagery inhérent in management theory endured 
only until the 1930's and the Hawthorne experiments of Elton Mayo and his 
colleagues. In thèse experiments Mayo «discovered» a behaviorally complex 
worker with diverse motivations (Mayo, 1933, 1949). Mayo's worker might 
react favorably to économie incentives or he might reject them by informal-
ly restricting group output. Moreover, he could be induced to produce at 
higher levels not only with économie incentives but also with social and 
psychological incentives. The discovery was not a setback for members of 
the management school. It merely opened up a new frontier for research. 
Job satisfaction began to compete with labor productivity as a focus for 
research. For the most part, however, job satisfaction was regarded as an 
intermediate variable which could, in appropriate circumstances, contribute 
to productivity. 

Like the labor market and the political school, the management 
theorists hâve developed a rich body of research and theory which is sum-
marized in textbooks on personnel management, industrial psychology and 
organizational behavior. Guided by a conceptual framework with the com
plex worker at its core, this school has focused most of its efforts on rela
tions between labor and management at the level of the enterprise. With 
labor productivity as its normative anchor it has largely ignored trade 
unionism, collective bargaining and government policies. Similar to the 
labor marketers, writers of personnel textbooks hâve reverted to descriptive 
pragmatism when discussing thèse phenomena. Over time this stream 
spawned a number of sub-schools known variously as organizational 
behavior, organizational theory, and organizational development. 
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The management school and the labor market school represent two 
solitudes within the ranks of industrial relations. The management school 
has discarded the assumption of the «économie man» as well as the 
behavioral implications of the assumption. For their part the labor 
marketers equally ignore the theory and research of the management 
school. One cannot simultaneously employ the conceptual imagery of the 
behaviorally complex worker and that of the «économie man». Choosing 
the former necessarily requires denying assumptions essential to the latter.4 

The political school, however, has been more attentive to management 
theory. It considers it to be an intégral part of the ideological and strategical 
underpinnings of the capitalist class (Braverman, 1975, Hyman, 1975). 

THE INSTITUTIONAL SCHOOL 

The last major school of employment relations relations students is 
characterized more by the lack of unity and research orientation than by the 
existence of it. Nevertheless, an interest in the institutions of industrial rela
tions (trade unions and collective bargaining in particular) is a common 
thread holding the group together. 

The most essential early paradigmatic work in this tradition was carried 
out by J.R. Commons and his associâtes in the U.S. and by Sidney and 
Béatrice Webb in Great Britain. Commons had been trained as an 
economist but early on he discarded the mainline imagery of both the labor 
market and the political school. Instead of undifferentiated buyers and 
sellers reacting to market forces or social classes driven by deterministic 
laws of history, Commons and his associâtes conceived of labor-
management relations as relations between pragmatic institutions. Their ap-
proach was largely inductive rather than deductive. They were fact 
gatherers in search of theory rather than theorists in search of facts which 
would support and flesh out their preconceptions (Commons, 1934; Dorf-
man, 1949, 1963). 

The Webbs in Great Britain were both historians and social reformers. 
They wrote the classic work on the History of Trade Unionism (1896) and 
they explored in depth the functions of unions in society in their Industrial 
Democracy (1902). As theorists the Webbs should most appropriately be 

4 Hoyt Wheeler, in a letter, argues that expectancy theory may be thought of as a 
spécification of the utility maximization principle in économies. I agrée, but in practice 
neoclassical economists proceed as if only économie utility matters. For the most part they 
leave the study of job satisfaction, democracy and other items of value to psychologists, 
sociologists and légal scholars. 
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placed in the political school. They were stalwart members of the Fabian 
Society which believed in and worked for social justice though political 
reform. However, the empirical work of the Webbs on the évolution and 
strategy of trade unions is an essential élément of the institutional tradition. 

The initial focus of institutional research was on the impact of 
capitalism on workers and on the response (and particularly the collective 
response) of workers to capitalism (Kerr and Siegel, 1955). Because 
members of this school typically hâve proceeded from fact to judgment 
rather than the reverse institutionalists hâve sometimes been disparagingly 
referred to as «fact-grubers» rather than theorists (Jackson, 1977, p. 12). 
However, there is nothing inherently a-theoretical about the institutionalist 
approach and indeed the most widely held explanations of the development 
and nature of unions and collective bargaining are attributable to them. 

Early members of the school believed strongly in the social desirability 
of «industrial democracy» by which they meant the représentation of the 
organized interests of the workers (Leiserson, 1973). Industrial democracy, 
however, did not become a normative focus for this school in the same sensé 
as market efficiency, labor productivity and social justice had become nor
mative foci for members of the other schools. The institutionalists argued 
that industrial democracy (particularly in the form of collective bargaining) 
either added to or was consistent with the normative goals of the other 
traditions. They typically accepted the desirability of some combination of 
the other goals but argued that no combination was acceptable if achieved 
at the expense of industrial democracy. Thèse arguments took various 
forms. Against the political school institutionalists argued that unions and 
collective bargaining were vehicles of social justice of importance equal to 
or greater than political révolution or reform (Perlman, 1973). Against the 
management school they argued that there were plural interests in the work 
place whose legitimate expression was necessary to check the arbitrary exer
cise of managerial authority (Barbash, 1964; Fox, 1966). Against the labor 
marketers they argued that collective bargaining was not necessarily a détri
ment to market efficiency and could even positively influence économie 
opérations in certain circumstances (Freeman and Medoff, 1977).5 In short, 
instead of developing a positive theory of collective action, the institu-

5 Several readers of the paper expressed opposition to the classification of Freeman and 
Medoff, prominent labor economists, in the institutional tradition. The opposition seems to be 
based on the implicit proposition that institutionalism is necessarily qualitative rather than 
quantitative. Quite clearly the récent research of Freeman and Medoff is within the conceptual 
and normative tradition of the institutionalists. The fact that it is quantitative suggests to me 
that institutional research is not necessarily qualitative rather than that Freeman and Medoff, 
because they utilize quantitative methods, are not institutionalists. 
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tionalists major efforts were directed towards revealing the inadequacies of 
various aspects of the competing schools and towards the défense of 
pragmatic trade unionism. 

IR SYSTEMS THEORY: AN ALTERNATIVE PARADIGM 

By the 1940s in the U.S. the increasing anomalies arising from the 
traditions of the various schools led to the création of the Industrial Rela
tions Research Association as well as several industrial relations centers. 
One of the major tasks of the centers was to train «interdisciplinary profes-
sionals» by «offering core courses in labor-management relations, labor 
économies, labor law and législation and personnel management» (Kochan, 
1980, p. 13). An implicit assumption of this approach was that thèse new 
scholars would be able to integrate research and theory from the various 
traditions into a meaningful and consistent conceptual whole. 

That objective, however, was not readily achieved. Confrontée with 
competing (and at many points antagonistic) paradigms there was a strong 
tendency for the «interdisciplinary professionals» to forego theory-building 
and to engage in what Derber called «following the headlines» (Derber, 
1967). Pragmatic research was carried out on whatever issues appeared to 
be important at the moment. As U.S. policy shifted away from concern 
with collective bargaining to manpower policy and human rights at work 
many IR scholars shifted their research in parallel fashion. When public 
employées began to engage in collective bargaining industrial relations 
research in this area expanded accordingly (Strauss and Feuille, 1978). 
Theory which appeared to be appropriate to the task at hand was borrowed 
from several disciplines but there were few instances of effective theoretical 
intégration. Facts continued to pile up but theory lagged behind. Referring 
to the situation in the mid-1960's Kochan wrote «two décades after the in
itial call for development of interdisciplinary research and teaching pro-
grams, industrial relations still lacked a cohérent framework for guiding 
research and thinking, policy analysis, or practical problem solving» 
(Kochan, 1980, p. 18). 

Despite the widely held belief in the desirability of synthesis among 
those who considered their spécifie field to be industrial relations, textbooks 
on «industrial relations» invariably focused on unions, collective bargain
ing and other aspects of institutional interaction between labor, manage
ment and the state. No book appeared in which the author attempted a 
gênerai synthesis of research and theory regarding the full range of ap-
proaches to the study of labor and management. 
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As early as the 1950's, however, some scholars began to pursue a dif
férent direction. Their stated goal was gênerai intégration but what they ac-
tually produced was an alternative to the older paradigms. The séminal 
work along thèse lines was John Dunlop's book Industrial Relations 
Systems (1958). During the 1950's the term industrial relations Systems 
came into use to refer to patterns of labor-management-state relations in 
spécifie industries and countries. At first the term was used without «ex-
plicit or rigorous définition» but in 1958 Dunlop set out «to provide 
analytical meaning to the idea of an industrial relations System» (Dunlop, 
1958, pp. 381, 3). 

He argued that IR Systems vary in scope from an enterprise to a sector 
or to a country as a whole. They are composed of three actors: workers and 
their organizations; managers and their organizations and government 
agencies concerned with the workplace and the work community. Thèse ac
tors interact to produce a network of «rules» which define their status and 
govern their conduct. The actors «are regarded as confronting an en-
vironmental context» which constrains and shapes their behavior. In
dustrial relations Systems, he said, are held together by a common ideology. 
Dunlop proposed that the study of rules and rule-making regarding employ-
ment relations be regarded as the central focus for IR inquiry. He intended 
his framework to apply to ail industrialized and industrializing countries. 
The study of IR Systems, he argued, would provide «a genuine discipline» 
(Dunlop, 1958, p. 6). 

Because he referred to his schéma as a «gênerai theory» Dunlop's ef
fort has usually been interpreted as an attempt at comprehensive synthesis. 
We suggest, however, that his objective was implicitly less ambitious. He 
made no effort to include the research and theory of the management and 
political schools and he explicitly excluded labor économies. Instead of be-
ing seen as a gênerai synthesis Dunlop's work is more accurately viewed as 
an attempt to provide a more cohérent paradigmatic alternative to the other 
traditions. 

Critics hâve subjected Dunlop's work to minute disection and they 
hâve found in it many «obscurities, inadequacies and inconsistencies» 
(Walker, 1977, p. 312). For example, Dunlop's formulation has been critiz-
ed for being static rather than dynamic, and for emphasizing structure over 
process. It has also been critieized for being socially conservative and thus 
contrary to the perspective of the political school and for failing to integrate 
the behavioral research produced by the management school (Wood, et al., 
1975). If Dunlop's effort was, as we hâve suggested, to provide an alter
native to the other schools rather than to integrate the various traditions 
then the latter criticisms miss the mark. 
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The impact of Dunlop's work on the field has been equivocal. Writing 
in Britain Jackson argued that it «has had a tremendous impact. It has 
dominated industrial relations research for the past décade and has been us-
ed as a starting point by most influential commentators» (Jackson, 1977, p. 
10). A U.S. commentator, however, says that «Dunlop's book was not ... 
well received by other académies. Critics saw it as a collection of concepts 
and a classification scheme but not a useful explanatory framework» 
(Kochan, 1980, pp. 15-16). Because of the inadequacies of Dunlop's book 
subséquent writers hâve refined, clarified and added to the Systems 
framework. 

Among the most useful additions hâve been those of Craig (1975), 
Geare (1977) and Kochan (1980). Whereas Dunlop made référence to the 
work of Parsons in developing his scheme, thereby creating a good deal of 
controversy (see, e.g., Poole, 1981), Craig derived his framework largely 
from the work of the political scientist Easton. Craig made several useful 
contributions. First he suggested that the environment of an IR system be 
considered to include the range of other social sub-systems including the 
ecological system, the économie system, the political system, the légal 
system and the social or cultural system. This was an advance over Dunlop 
who had noted only three environmental contexts: the technological, the 
market (and budgetary constraints to include the public sector) and the 
power context. Craig's second contribution was to make explicit three 
crucial attributes of the system actors: goals, values, and power. This addi
tion supplied a dynamic élément to the model which was missing from 
Dunlop. Although Craig's discussion of goals, values and power was cur-
sory it implied that in order for one to understand the behavior of IR actors 
one should hâve référence to their goals (what they were seeking to achieve 
in the system), their values (to what extent they valued one objective over 
another), and their power, (their ability to effectively pursue their goals). 
Implicitly if one had complète data on the goals, values, and power of the 
actors one could predict the outeome of any labor, management and state 
confrontation. In short one could explain industrial relations behavior by 
référence to goals, values and power. 

A third contribution was the idea of a feedback loop. A good deal of 
IR research has been focused on the impact of labor-management relations 
on the wider society. Among the topics of concern hâve been the impact of 
employer-employée relations on productivity, inflation, income distribution 
and other issues of social conséquence. Although Dunlop's model did not 
clearly encompass thèse issues that of Craig clearly did so. 
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In Industrial Relations Systems Dunlop stated that «The central task of 
a theory of industrial relations is to explain why particular rules are 
established in particular industrial relations Systems and how and why they 
change in response to changes affecting the system» (Dunlop, 1958, pp. 
VIII-IX). This statement was problematic. Many industrial relationsists 
recognized that «rules» made manifest in collective agreements, laws, ar-
bitration décisions, management policies, and custom and practice were a 
very important part of the empirical industrial relations uni verse. Resear-
chers were, however, interested not only in the rules but also in substantive 
issues such as wages, benefits and job security which the rules were designed 
to regulate. In his model Craig suggested that the output of an industrial 
relations system be considered terms and conditions of employment rather 
than rules. Geare integrated the two conceptions. He reconstructed the 
Systems model so that it included both rules and substantive issues which he 
conceived of as spécifie actor objectives. Rules, he argued, could be inter-
preted «as an intermediate step between the interaction of the actors and 
their objectives» (Geare, 1977, p. 283). They are not an objective (or dépen
dent variable) in themselves as implied by Dunlop, but rather are a means to 
various ends. Walker had noted that the Dunlop model provided no ra-
tionale for the engagement by actors in rule-making (Walker, 1977). In 
Geare's revised model the actors engaged in rule-making as a means in pur-
suit of their substantive objectives. 

A basic flaw with Dunlop's model was its failure to provide a basis 
whereby one system could be normatively evaluated against any other 
system. One of the main reasons why the other IR traditions had achieved 
unity of purpose in pursuit of knowledge was the ability of members to nor
matively assess the performance of their units of analysis. The labor 
marketers could employ the efficiency yardstick when comparing labor 
markets; the management theorists could assess enterprise and individual 
performance in regard to labor productivity and the political theorists could 
compare the real world against their idéal world on the criterion of social 
justice. 

By suggesting that the actors created rule-making machinery in pursuit 
of their goals, Geare had implicitly found a way of incorporating perfor
mance criteria into the Systems framework. It was left to Kochan, however, 
to fully develop the idea. Although his reasoning was focused narrowly on 
the U.S. collective bargaining system it had much wider ramifications. He 
argued that «the impacts of the system on the goals of the parties and the 
public provide an important set of standards for evaluating its perfor
mance» (Kochan, 1980, p. 30). Kochan's solution to the normative dilemma 
was to simultaneously evaluate the impact of the system on the level of goal 
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attainment achieved by labor, management and the public. «Perhaps the 
central feature distinguishing industrial relations from other disciplines that 
touch on the study of employment relationships», he argued «is that its 
students and researchers cannot approach their work with some a priori bias 
towards the supremacy of the goals of one party in the System». Instead, 
«industrial relations théories, research, and policy prescriptions must be 
conscious of the relationships among the goals of workers, employers, and 
the larger society and seek ways of achieving a workable and équitable 
balance among thèse interests» (Kochan, 1980, p. 20). Although many IR 
scholars will surely dispute Kochan's claim that they are bound to work 
towards an «équitable balance», the idea of actor goal attainment would 
seem to provide a positive focus which the Systems framework has long been 
lacking. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS RESEARCH STRATEGY 

The above analysis suggests that the industrial relationsist has a choice 
of stratégies in approaching the empirical IR universe. (S)He may address 
the world from the perspective of any of the traditional schools or from the 
newer Systems perspective. The traditional schools hâve provided important 
insights into employment relations and no doubt will continue to generate 
additional useful knowledge in future. From the perspective of the in
dustrial relationsist, however, ail of the historical traditions suffer from 
conceptual, normative or strategical flaws which preclude their use as a uni-
fying framework of inquiry. We suggest that the revised Systems framework 
developed above pro vides the most viable présent option. Over the past 20 
years the Systems framework has moved beyond being a «collection of con
cepts» and many of its «obscurities, inadequacies and inconsistencies» hâve 
been clarified and corrected. In its présent state of development it suggests 
that the main task of industrial relations is to identify and describe the 
structure and process of relations between labor (in either its individual or 
collective aspect), management and the state in différent enter prises, in
dustries and countries and to evaluate the performance of those structures 
and processes in terms of the degree of goal attainment achieved by the ac-
tors. This agenda is large enough to comprehend the full range of relations 
between labor, management and the state. Several textbooks already utilize 
the Systems framework to organize and summarize research and theory (see, 
e.g., Clegg, 1972; Kochan, 1980; Beal and Begin, 1982; Anderson and 
Gunderson, 1982; Craig, 1983). Invariably, however, thèse books focus 
upon union-management relations. Thus, it is important to stress that the 
Systems framework does not necessarily présume the existence of unions 
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and collective bargaining (see e.g., Cox, 1971). It may be employed, for ex
ample, to investigate the nexus of interaction between labor in its individual 
aspect, management and the state in regard to such issues as human rights at 
work, occupational health and safety, employment policy and job design. 
Whereas référence to unions is apparently essential to institutional research 
it is not basic to Systems research. 

It is also important to stress that the Systems framework is not a unify-
ing paradigm. It does not comprehend and subsume the existing traditions. 
Instead it offers to the student of employment relations an alternative to 
those traditions. Thus, where labor marketers consider wages to be primari-
ly the resuit of market forces with institutional arrangements as a con-
straint, a Systems theorist would see wages as the resuit of conscious déci
sions taken by compétent actors within the flexible constraints of market 
forces. Where the management theorists evaluate behavior against enter-
prise and human performance, the Systems theorist would be equally con-
cerned with the impact of employment decision-making on the well-being of 
the individual and of society as a whole. Where the Marxist sees class con-
flict and exploitation as inévitable and pervasive the Systems theorist would 
see considérable évidence of coopération as well as conflict. 

In his récent book Collective Bargaining and Industrial Relations 
(1980) Kochan also addressed the question of IR research strategy. To a 
degree the approach outlined hère is an expansion of the Systems framework 
utilized by Kochan. In some respects the two stratégies differ. 

First, Kochan argued that a concern with public policy was essential to 
industrial relations. It is certainly true that industrial relationsists historical-
ly hâve been concerned with and involved in policy issues. However, one 
can see no convincing reason why some industrial relationsists should not 
pursue basic knowledge about employment relations regardless of its likely 
effect on policy. Concern with policy reievance may hâve been a defining 
characteristic of North American industrial relations in the past but there is 
no apparent reason why there must be universal adhérence to the principle 
in order for industrial relations to develop a cohérent research tradition. 

Second, Kochan reiterated the desirability of continuing the long quest 
for intégration of économie, behavioral and institutional research although 
he generally disregarded Marxist research (Hyman, 1982). Clearly IR 
scholars will continue to acquire insights into labor, management and state 
relations as a resuit of research carried out by members of the established 
traditions and those insights must be absorbed in order to arrive at a fuller 
understanding of employment relations. However, a major purpose of this 
essay has been to demonstrate the futility of continuing the quest for con-
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ceptual intégration. Expérience suggests that cohérent research traditions, 
whatever their limitations, make more progress in pursuit of knowledge 
than do ad hoc efforts to knit together bits and pièces of antagonistic 
paradigms. 

Third, Kochan prescribes the acceptance of inhérent conflict between 
the interests of employées and employers. This thème has been prévalent in 
the institutional tradition. However, one can see no reason for maintaining 
it as an essential, a priori premise. It would be more consistent with the 
broad traditions of western inquiry to require empirical vérification of the 
universal conflict hypothesis. Our minds should not be closed to the 
theoretical possibility that some nexus of labor, management and state rela
tions could be based on pure coopération (see, e.g., Cummings, 1982). 

Fourth, Kochan prescribes that industrial relations should rely primari-
ly upon the research methods of empirical data collection and quantitative 
analysis. Such a strategy is necessary, he suggests, in order to move in
dustrial relations back into the «mainstream of social science». Since quan
tification is fashionable in U.S. social science circles Kochan's prescription 
is, no doubt, good advice to young scholars seeking famé and glory. As a 
stratégie approach to understanding the universe of industrial relations it is 
of doubtful validity. In certain circumstances and for certain problems em-
piricism and quantification are useful and necessary. Universally applied, 
however, the strategy has the effect of placing the method before the pro-
blem and thereby of disregarding potentially interesting problems because 
they do not readily lend themselves to such methods. During the past two 
décades much of the most exciting and innovative industrial relations 
research has been carried out in Great Britain, largely without recourse to 
such rigid methods. 

The question of IR research strategy also was addressed recently in an 
article by Strauss and Feuille (1978). They argued that the study of the 
employment relationship was «intellectually meaningless» and proposed 
that industrial relationsists confine their attention to collective bargaining. 
We suggest that collective bargaining is an area too small to form the basis 
of a independent research tradition. The expérience of the past thirty years 
in the U.S. certainly supports this proposition. The problems inhérent in the 
approach become apparent when one turns one's attention to countries 
other than the U.S. The industrial relationsist who confined himself to col
lective bargaining would hâve missed the most important European 
developments of the past several décades such as the acquisition by worker 
représentatives of seats on boards of directors and of the making of na
tional socio-economic policy by tripartite mechanisms. Collective bargain-
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ing must of necessity be an essential concern of industrial relationsists and 
no doubt the prédominant concern of some, but focusing exclusively on col
lective bargaining is a poor strategy for industrial relations research.6 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The fundamental task of any field of inquiry is to pursue understan-
ding, prédiction, explanation and control in regard to some universe of 
phenomena. In industrial relations this pur suit has been hindered by the 
failure of the community to achieve a common perception of its nature and 
purpose. We hâve, in this essay, attempted to view the field objectively and 
in doing so arrived at two initial conclusions. First, the empirical universe of 
industrial relations would seem to consist of ail aspects of the employment 
relationship. Second, in pursuit of knowledge about employment relations 
the community has evolved a two-fold structure. On the one hand industrial 
relations is a broad field composed of contributors from many académie 
disciplines. In this aspect it is not simply «interdisciplinary» but rather is 
organized into schools each of which has developed its own concepts, 
théories and normative standards. Each of thèse schools has attracted 
scholars from more than one discipline. Thus, the political school is com
posed of sociologists, political scientists, economists, and «interdisciplinary 
professionals». Working within the management tradition there are 
psychologists, sociologists, and interdisciplinary professionals trained in 
both industrial relations programs and in graduate business programs. 
Within the institutional tradition one finds law scholars, sociologists, 
historians, economists alienated from classical and neo-classical économie 
theory as well as interdisciplinarians. Although the labor market tradition is 
primarily the province of labor economists one also finds some inter
disciplinary professionals working within its confines. The field is not simp
ly interdisciplinary; it is instead interdisciplinary within a broader multi-
scholastic framework. 

From a second perspective industrial relations is an independent field 
of inquiry on a par with the other social sciences. Many of those who con-
sider IR to be their primary field apparently view it in this way. Recognizing 
that the pursuit of knowledge is usually most effective when organized into 
a cohérent and unified research tradition many industrial relationsists hâve 

6 Comments in a more récent publication suggest that Professor Strauss has changed his 
position on this issue. He critieizes Kochan for not including more material on equal employ
ment, minority and women's rights in his book Industrial Relations and Collective Bargaining, 
(STRAUSS, 1982, p. 96). 
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attempted to integrate the separate schools. They hâve not been successful 
because of the contradictory and antagonistic nature of the concepts, 
théories and normative standards of the various research traditions. 

The failure of intégration raises the question of appropriate strategy 
for the future. We hâve argued that adhérence to the modified Systems 
paradigm is the most viable alternative. It is broad enough to capture most 
of the concerns of students of employment relations yet conceptually and 
normatively spécifie enough to generate a cohérent research tradition. It 
should not be seen as a unifying paradigm but rather as a separate and 
distinct approach to industrial relations. It should not be judged by its abili-
ty to incorporate the concepts and théories of other traditions but rather by 
its capacity to produce inderstanding, explanation, prédiction and control 
when applied to the empirical universe of employment relations. 

Finally there are implications in the analysis for the teaching of in
dustrial relations. Institutes and centers which grant degrees in industrial 
relations implicitly promise to provide cohérent programs of study. 
However, because the field is characterized by major conceptual, 
theoretical and normative inconsistencies that promise cannot be fulfilled. 
No doubt générations of students hâve emerged from such programs more 
conceptually confused than enlightened. Certainly industrial relations 
students should be exposed to ail of the traditions but they should also be 
made aware that there is no overreaching framework capable of subsuming 
and uniting the separate schools. Industrial relations is not an internally 
self-consistent field of study. It is instead a confederacy of competing 
paradigms. 
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Les paradigmes concurrentiels dans le domaine 
des relations professionnelles 

En dépit d'étude conceptuelles et théoriques, la discipline des relations profes
sionnelles continue à demeurer un domaine ambigu. D'une part, on utilise cette ex
pression pour signifier un univers empirique de phénomènes et, d'autre part, pour 
désigner la discipline qui étudie ces phénomènes. Malheureusement, on ne s'entend 
pas, règle générale, sur le contenu de cet univers ou sur la nature de ce domaine 
d'étude. 

Certains estiment que l'univers des phénomènes en matière de relations profes
sionnelles consiste essentiellement à traiter des questions syndicales et de la négocia
tion collective. Tandis que, pour d'autres, il comprend tous les aspects des rapports 
du travail. Un inventaire des publications qui traitent de relations professionnelles 
indique que, objectivement, c'est la définition la plus large qui décrit le mieux la 
nature de cette discipline. Toutefois, les auteurs de manuels englobent rarement tout 
le domaine des relations professionnelles. En associant relations de travail, syndicats 
et négociation collective, ils perpétuent la confusion. 

Le premier objectif des théoriciens en relations du travail a été d'intégrer des 
traditions conceptuelles et théoriques variées en un tout cohérent, mais il n'en a 
découlé aucune tradition de recherche unifiée. Au contraire, en tant que discipline, 
les relations professionnelles continuent à consister en plusieurs courants de pensée 
et de recherche plus ou moins distincts. On a soutenu que l'intégration n'a pas abouti 
parce que les normes et les hypothèses des principales traditions de recherche qui ont 
étudié l'univers des relations du travail sont contradictoires et fortement opposées les 
unes aux autres. 

L'école du marché du travail et l'école sociale sont de types déductifs. On ne 
voit dans le monde du travail et du patronat que des abstractions: dans le premier 
cas, l'intérêt personnel d'individu; dans le deuxième cas, l'intérêt personnel de 
classes. L'école du marché du travail considère que les acteurs sont motivés par des 
objectifs économiques, alors que les théoriciens politiques attribuent le comporte
ment des acteurs à la volonté de prendre le pouvoir et de s'y maintenir. Sur le plan 
normatif, les tenants de l'école du marché du travail jugent par rapport au critère de 
l'efficacité du marché, tandis que la norme de l'école politique est la justice sociale. 

Le patronat et les institutions d'enseignement sont surtout de type inductif. 
L'objectif de l'école du patronat n'est pas d'expliquer les relations patronales-
ouvrières, mais plutôt de découvrir les moyens d'accroître la productivité du travail. 
Pour atteindre cette fin, les tenants de cette tradition ont procédé à des recherches in
tensives sur la nature du comportement humain au travail et tiré le portrait d'un tra
vailleur aux agissements complexes qui s'oppose à la fois à Vhomo economicus fort 
simple que l'on rencontre dans le courant de pensée du marché du travail et à la 
classe ouvrière des courants de la pensée politique. 
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À l'origine, les institutions d'enseignement ont mis l'accent sur la réaction (prin
cipalement une réaction collective) des travailleurs face au capitalisme. La recherche 
sur ce point a débouché sur un intérêt prédominant pour la négociation collective. Au 
point de vue normatif, les professeurs en institution soutiennent que la négociation 
collective est une forme de démocratie qui est compatible avec l'efficacité du marché 
(l'objectif normatif de l'école du marché du travail), la justice sociale (les objectifs 
normatifs des marxistes) et la productivité du travail (l'objectif normatif de théori
ciens du patronat). En général, les professeurs en institution ont accordé leur appui 
aux politiques gouvernementales de la négociation collective. Au contraire, les autres 
écoles se sont montrées, soit hostiles, soit, au mieux, indifférentes à la négociation 
collective. 

Depuis la deuxième guerre mondiale, une cinquième école a commencé à se for
mer qui est fondée sur le concept de système de relations du travail. À cause de pro
blèmes conceptuels et théoriques en relations avec les spécifications de l'idée de systè
me, ces traditions ne se sont pas développées sans à-coups. Toutefois, des travaux 
conceptuels récents ont dégagé un ensemble de principes qui devraient permettre le 
développement d'une tradition cohérente de recherche parmi ceux qui considèrent 
les relations professionnelles comme leur premier centre d'intérêt. 

En se basant sur des travaux récents, on soutient qu'on devrait concevoir les 
systèmes de relations professionnelles selon une approche distincte et séparée de 
l'étude de l'univers des relations industrielles plutôt que comme une synthèse des 
courants de pensée traditionnels. Considéré dans la perspective systémique, le rôle 
des relations professionnelles est d'identifier et de décrire la structure et le processus 
des relations entre le travail (sous ses aspects individuel et collectif), les employeurs et 
l'État dans des entreprises, des industries et des pays différents. Au lieu d'être jugé 
en fonction d'un seul critère majeur (c'est-à-dire l'efficacité du marché, la producti
vité des travailleurs, la justice sociale ou la démocratie industrielle), la tâche des cher
cheurs est de répartir les aménagements des systèmes de relations industrielles en 
fonction des buts poursuivis par les divers acteurs. Pour ceux qui considèrent que 
leur rôle est de comprendre, d'expliquer, de prévoir et de contrôler les relations entre 
le travail, le patronat et l'État, cette façon de procéder devrait être supérieure aux 
autres. 


